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ABSTRACT (Continue on reverse side if necessary end Identify by block numbe.)
"An important problem in axial flow turbomachinery is that of flow through a turbine or compressor stage in which interaction occurs between the rotor and the stator. Although several experimental efforts have focused upon this problem, relatively little analysis has been applied to this problem. The present effort applies a Navier-Stokes analysis to the rotor/stator problem. The effort consists of several tasks. These include assessment of an existing Navier-Stokes analysis for time-dependent flows, exploration of appropriate boundary conditions, development of an appropriate coordinate system and a demonstration-4eve-)-- 
*UNCLASSIFIED
7calculation. The present annual report discusses the time-dependent assessment, In the approach used to date, the suggestion of Ref. 15 is followed which sets total pressure on boundary BC (see Fig. 17) . Unless boundary BC is very far upstream, the flow velocity along this boundary will not be equal to the velocty at upstream infinity since some inviscid deceleration will have occurred. However, as long as the boundary is upstream of the region of any significant viscous or shock phenomena, the total pressure on this boundary will be equal to the total pressure at upstream infinity. Hence, total pressure is an appropriate boundary condit-Jn realistically modeling the desired flow condition. In addition to specifying upstream total pressure, it is necessary to specify the inlet flow angle. In the present 0 calculation, a specified constant angle was assumed on the upstream boundary. The upstream boundary condition specification was completed by setting the first derivative of density to zero. The downstream boundary was treated by setting a constant static pressure as a boundary condition, and by setting second derivatives of both velocity components equal to zero at this location. In the present application, a constant static pressure was set at downstream infinity. Implicit in this assumption is that the downstream boundary is located in a region where pressure is uniform in the transverse .
direction although a nonuniform specification is permitted numerically and possible physically. The final boundary conditions to be considered are the conditions along the blade surface. Here no-slip and no through-flow conditions were applied leading to a specification of zero velocity on the .
surface. An inviscid transverse momentum equation was applied on the surface leading to a boundary condition approximation of zero transverse pressure gradient being applied.
The second item which must be considered in regard to boundary This specification has worked very well when steady solutions are sought as convergence could be obtained very quickly. Fig. 18 7 7= blades is decreased the coordinate system will become increasingly nonorthogonal.
The first of these problems, the treatment of coordinate singular point, was investigated during the present reporting period through a sample calculation. In this calculation, flow about a Joukowski airfoil was % considered with the computational grid being formed by the potential flow streamlines and potential lines. This grid is shown in Fig. 21 . As can be seen, the grid is of an 'H' type, and has high resolution both in the leading edge region and in the region in the immediate vicinity of the airfoil. .,_ ....
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